
Stardrops March 24 2024

Mercury retrograde in Aries

• Lunar Eclipse March 25 in Libra
• Total Solar Eclipse April 8
• Solar Eclipses of 2017, 2023 and 2025

For us to observe these past and future eclipses as potential harbingers of world karma descending would 
be an accurate perception. As the world turns, a large part of ourselves are living through times of change 
brought about by higher forces and timetables. Another part of us exists in a higher realm, 
comprehending an incredible mission we are all on. These timetables can be seen in the planetary 
movements and eclipses. The Solar Eclipses in fire signs can be experienced as accelerators for our 
spiritual lives even if it doesn't feel very spiritual down here. It is as if we move simultaneously through an 
essence of Golden Fire from the Sun, and the Great Sun behind the sun during these FireSign Eclipses. 
We'll go through these eclipses in depth, but first, let's run down our daily planetary energies....

Planetary cycles

 

March 24 2024 Venus sextile Jupiter

A nice day for connecting with friends, acquaintances in a meaningful philosophical way. Venus the 
planet of connection, magnetic congeniality, is reaching out to Jupiter, our planet of philosophical ideals 
and bringing people together to enjoy each others' view on things. Expect one's mind to go a bit further 
than usual today, with comprehending higher minded subjects, concepts and deeper insights you need to 
integrate into your world. This day's events can bring a bit of satisfaction from things you have 
accomplished so far.

March 25 – April 1, peaking April 1, Mercury retrograde at 27* Aries, leaves April 25, 2024
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Mercury Retrograde in Aries April 1, 2024 

Our Mercury retro theme is one of dynamic action and pushing us to keep moving ahead with the ideas 
you've had already revolving in your thoughts. It has already begun as of March 24.

Mercury encourages strong impulse to commit and begin yet another higher stage of growth, and segue 
into the Solar Eclipse moment. Where is this occurring in your life? Think about the main issues you 
desire to end, yes, end. This is because Mercury is square to Pluto during its stationary retro period, so it 
creates a theme such as.... " I need to change this behavior, situation, lack of fulfillment in.....or this old 
pattern, old job, old situation ...and never go back to that way again, "...and so on. Does this mean, we 
might all face some uncomfortable facts or realizations? Possibly, as Mercury square and oppose Pluto 
can be a wake up of challenging truths and uncovering dark deeds of individuals, challenging information 
disclosed. But not for everyone, mainly it is to challenge our own old methods of handling situations. 
Maybe we run into an obstacle, an road block and have to re-think our plan.

So from now until April 8, you're on a roll with the impulses to initiate something new in your life, even if
it appears small, it is important.

This new feeling has much to do with your state, your essence you desire to now live in, to be, to identify 
with, since this Mercury is in Aries, the Solar Eclipse is in Aries, it has everything to do with a new you!... 
higher vision of a greater identity merging within yourself.

You are more than you think! It's coming clearer and clearer each day, what you know is your next steps 
to achieve in order to realize how you should be living, and how to have your world around you reflect 
this new experience, new state of mind. Now is the time! It will only grow throughout 2024.

You could say, this is yet another level of bringing into our outer mind, the blueprint for 2024 in these 
last weeks of the Etheric Quadrant of 2024 from January 11 (New Moon) up to April 8 (New Moon total 
solar eclipse). By dissecting the year into four quadrants, we begin with our New Moon at the first of the 
year, and move forward with every new moon until we come to December 2024. Etheric, Mental, 
Emotional and Physical. We covered this idea in the first Stardrops of the year, Here.

March 27 – 29 Venus sextile Uranus
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These few days are absolutely perfect for concentrating upon your new Alchemy. A brilliant few days of 
original ideas shared with special people. Unusual perspectives are given or received from others. You're 
in a great place to accept and negotiate something fresh and do-able now. Venus, is that beautiful planet 
of magnetic attraction, friendship and connection with original thinkers, instigating a plan or event which 
could bring refreshing transmutation and transformation for yourself and others, so open oneself up to 
experiencing an electric energy surging throughout the world, bringing about a universal agreement to 
agree to nurture and bring about higher values.

Financial subjects, economy, money, currency and the values we place on every day things is changing as 
much conversation is occurring among higher minded humanitarian individuals, to put things in place for
the future. This time frame could also have you talking with others about important purchases, 
expenditures, plan with others or expenses. It might flow into events, family gatherings, vacations or other
get togethers planned.

March 28 - April 4 Venus conjoin Neptune and Sun conjoin Node

Again, Venus is involved in another strong inspiring magnetic energy, this time to Neptune, which 
instigates a motivation for divine love, idealistic longings for a sweeter and more purposeful life. This 
cycle could spread out into all activities around us, creating more refined observations upon the details 
required to be put into place in order to achieve these higher goals. These promptings to perfect and 
invest a greater level of care into projects or our people, is not only because Venus conjoins Neptune, but
also because it is still in the sign of Pisces, the idealist. It can soften one's ego enough to be able to reflect 
on ones' older psychological problems, patterns, self sabotaging and limiting impulses. It can inspire us to
grow and move out of these old outworn states. 

Use this cycle to open oneself up to things you are now thinking could be realized in your life, a new way 
to love, nurture your environment, relationships or your work, which previously might have been 
brushed off as too complicated or not worth the effort.

Go ahead and take the necessary steps to bring it into fruition, one step at a time. Whatever comes to you
as subtle promptings on these days, to go further, care more, that's Venus/Neptune/Node inspiring you. 
The Sun/Node aspect increases the radiance and the heat for our will to engage.

Design it, draw it out, outline your course of action. This inspiration would be impacting all open hearted
higher sensitive individuals all over the world, leading to a unified energy of action, bringing the values 
and consciousness of those evolutions from higher worlds, such as the etheric dimensions of Venus, 
integrating into our Earth to help us now.

Venus enters Aries April 4, 2024
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A period of time, where our inclinations towards upgrading our own values begins to happen. Love, the 
arts, a new business, a clearer direction with projects, building relationships, music, design, can be felt. 
This cycle is very good for launching anything you've been considering for a while. With common sense 
and with a well planned out strategy, surely steps can be made during this time to advance yourself.

April 6, 2024 Venus sextile Pluto

A great day for collaborating with others who might hold a position of authority. A nice day to cut 
through and reach satisfactory conclusions and fulfill obligations, tasks or projects which might have had a
deadline of some sort. It is a good day for giving and receiving cooperation with those in authority, an 
agency, company or any involvement in red tape, to get these issues resolved or to make good progress 
on launching things which require formalities.

Good day for getting together with those you might need support from, or they require your help and 
connection.

Affirmation

"I Am Calling into action the full power of my true identity, the true divine
Self integrating more and more each day with my outer mind and self

image. I call for its protection, guarding this clear vision each day, making
all decisions based upon my new empowerment.

I AM the divine Authority now in my every day activities, my life, my
heart, my choices. Each day, hour and moment, I AM actively making
decisions, yes or no, to each circumstance, and drawing upon a higher

blueprint of richness and magnificence, how things could truly be."

Lunar Eclipse March 25 2024



 

The lunar eclipse in Libra/Aries can cause an urge to be impulsive, overly idealistic, overly confident or 
over extend oneself in some manner, usually in the form of anothers' request or another person's pull on 
us, their situation, their interactions with you. These impulses which might appear as absolutely nothing 
much, should be reigned in as this Lunar Eclipse deals with Aries/Libra dynamics. You could wonder 
why you didn't think this through better. The need to exert ones ideas or opinions onto another, or they 
onto you, to make an impression, or prove a point, make a statement is strong during the days prior to 
and a week or so afterwards. They usually don't pan out or amount to much. sometimes they are 
downright mistakes that we then need to either carry out or undo.

This eclipse may have partly influenced the incident of the Moscow concert hall attack March 22 as 
rclipses can pull into our everyday world, unexpected disruptions, accidents or even disastrous events. 

Be more mindful of what you're doing, where you're going, how your mind is operating during these days
ahead. Avoid extreme emotional motivations, feelings or planning.

Lunar Eclipse in Libra March 25 2024 

Pay attention to your driving, your safety and travels now. Pay attention with your relationships with 
others, who you trust and who you might need to be cautious with, guarded. I've even experienced Lunar 
Eclipses shut down totally my 6th sense, my intuition. I become basically dumb and can walk right into 
something.

Most people won't even notice anything during these days before, during and a few days after a lunar 
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eclipse, but there does seem to be an uncanny warp in time/space where our bearings are a bit off, and 
we're easily susceptible to suggestions from others, sales pitches, manipulations or simply being in the 
wrong place at the wrong time with possible unstable people.

Solar Eclipse April 8 2024 at 19* Aries
The Solar Eclipse is an energy providing a high powered laser focus upon one thing in our life, to a point 
where it seems all other lesser things are eclipsed from our priorities. This begins to happen about one 
week prior, especially on the day of the Solar Eclipse, and a few weeks following. It's a bit more murky 
than a Mercury retros' guidance. It isn't as mentally sharp and distinct, more like a silent hand is steering 
us to take action now, in a very specific direction.

This eclipse in Aries is a power released from the Sun to restore control back into the hands of our 
higher love. The potential for regaining control into the hands and hearts of those who have much love 
and higher minded values for not only their own lives and close relationships, their projects and work, 
but also the world. Since Aries is extremely confident and idealistic in nature, almost childlike, you can 
expect a one pointed confidence to help you concentrate upon making something happen which really 
matters to you, and it isn't enough to just think about it, dream it or write it down. You'll probably want to
take action on it in the physical right away. Impatience can also follow Aries.

 

Globally, the eclipse infuses a strong inclination towards courageous action inspired, to move on an inner
direction for a greater good everywhere.

The Eclipse is one of three as I see it, which began in August 2017, (The Total Solar Eclipse in Leo) re-
aligning the hearts of the people to their higher source of all power and love. It was a tremendous release 
of pure love into our hearts, nurturing us. Do not underestimate the power of the heart under the royal 
sign of Leo. 

These souls who have become empowered in the millions, may very well possess the ancient royal 
lineage of divine right to rule, transmitted to them under incredibly divine Hierarchies of Light from 
dimensions of heaven. Could this have occurred as a trigger mechanism in August 2017 to prepare us for
the next difficult cycles to come?

You could be one of the many counted to move through this maze of 
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unreality to impress your own stamp of beauty and royalty upon this 
plane.
The 2017 eclipse in Leo, activated the courage and confidence necessary to approach life in a new way, 
accomplishing tasks and setting things in motion globally with an increase of knowing, empowerment and
personally, which might not have been felt before. I suspect, even though it touched the Heart, there was 
something about that eclipse which awakened the very soul inside of us all. Like an old memory, an old 
promise.

It was a release of great love and re-alignment to our pure purpose here and your true right and identity 
integrated within your heart and soul. A reminder, but more than that. A reminder of who you truly are 
and how to now move forward with your life. It doesn't matter if there were still challenges which had to 
be overcome, these were just straggled remnants of times past that had to get cleared up.

The following eclipses in Aries, 2023 on....initiated a separation between those who have been stamped 
with the blueprint of progress and higher reason for living, and those who have been revolving for 
lifetimes, in only the material selfish world re-creating over and over again, destruction and suffering.

In the past, it did seem as if there was little control over circumstances in life, yet now, we can begin the 
process of rising out of the trauma from these lower aggressive activities. If you can not relate to any of 
these descriptions, Just know, we've all been changing and becoming more and more clear as to what we 
want over these past seven years.

Solar Eclipse in Aries April 8 2024 

This Solar Eclipse on April 8 seems to be the torch that lights the fire even more profoundly inspiring 
the people's desire to regain control in some way and do what is necessary to make the world sane and 
thrive, to construct a new reality.
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Aries means so many wonderful things, but its main trait is clarity with
one's true identity and self image, and regaining divine control over 
situations and oneself. 

 

It's the launching of the great alignment with our true selves and higher intelligence. It is becoming so 
obvious to see now, what is needed here and there, not only for our personal happiness and progress but 
everywhere. Bringing a momentum of excellence to a higher level than experienced before – this is 
because of the power of Aries. The wound and trauma reference is because of the Chiron sandwiched in 
between the New Moon and Sun....see chart above.

You can also see Hades on the left side, starting its square to the Nodes, which will culminate at the end 
of May through June 2024, representing darker forces attempting to counter this momentum with some 
form of economic crisis causing a restriction and universal collapse and control, in some way.

If we go back a year, the April 2023 Solar Eclipse in Aries squared Pluto in Capricorn in a much tighter 
aspect, was the start of a process of decline, a loss of power, for those who were in positions of control 
and would now begin their spiraling out of control.
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Solar Eclipse in Aries April 19 2023 

It was also a hard year for many, 2023.

With the April 2023 solar eclipse there was a much tighter square from the Sun/Moon square Pluto in 
Capricorn, (which instigates the end or death of an era of abuse of power and control by those who have 
the fallen Aries consciousness in leadership everywhere). 

While this ending was and is still taking place, it would be likely to cause in some fashion, all people to 
begin their process of energetically, disentangling from our dependency upon these leaders or energies 
who appear to be in control for aeons. So many complicated and intricately layered technologies, 
economic financial options, leadership options and numerous paths to move on in order to capture the 
best of all of these and reign in the parts which are not the best use of them. 

We could be urged to confront certain things in our lives, we no longer could tolerate, taking constructive
action to move through it, and change ourselves or our circumstances for the better. Bit by bit. As if we're
slowly waking up from a long amnesia state. It also challenged those who abuse Capricorn power and 
position, because of the Pluto moving through the zodiac sign of Capricorn since 2008, finally in it's last 
phases 2022-2024, and square these eclipses in Aries. The square means an era of some form is ending, 
like a death.

From this Solar Eclipse in 2023 up to the one 2024 April 8, I wrote “Hold on as you witness events 
becoming even crazier and crazier from this 2023 to the next Aries 2024 Eclipse. Your job is to stay 
focused on what you can do for yourself and those around you that is within your own control. 
Concentrating on taking care of ourselves while this escalation of chaos and replacement of the old guard 
happens.”
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Expect a doubling down from forces which are determined to increase their grip of control upon the 
world.

The April 2024 eclipse on throughout the year can warn us to prepare for a possible escalation of 
conflicts, such as a greater realization certain entities and beings which have an ability to interact with 
humanity may be directing the affairs of those in power for particular agendas within their material 
Universe. I know we've talked about this so many times, but just saying it again.

Social manipulation in order to control segments of populations will also continue and escalate with 
strong pushback. The theme of Aries control, aggression and impulsive immature leadership versus 
allowing the light within the people to be in control with innovation, and to begin the process of talking 
about what abominations and abuse have occurred in our past history, under old control, which has 
severely sabotaged the planet will increase. A strong manipulative force battering the people to take 
control of their identity rather than from above and within themselves.

Those kinds of intense discussions will increase and become more and more mainstream. These are all 
seen in the 2023, and especially the 2024 April 8 Eclipse. Can you see why the Great Total Eclipse of 
August 2017, was necessary as the start, for the increase of Leo courage, confidence, the empowerment 
of the heart chakra to have the right to move through these next decades with a new sense of authority 
and true leadership?

Even with the following Aries eclipse in 2025, these three, 2023, 24, 25 all instigate for all of us, a strong 
movement to initiate higher ideas and powerful push to replace existing outworn structures which are 
rapidly failing, with something new, innovative and freeing, much more logical and functional. It's the 
beginning, these eclipse along with the Pluto in Aquarius, and the April 15 – 30, Jupiter conjoin Uranus 
in Taurus, the sign of the engineer, builder and economic abundance, the signature of those who have 
the energy to create an unstoppable momentum to turn around disaster, is oncoming.

Preparation for push back however must be in place, as the lower energies of the consciousness of Aries 
will do anything to maintain control among those who are fallen. 

The Partial Eclipse of 2025 March 29 reveals even more truth as to what has been controlling the world.
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Partial solar Eclipse March 29 2925 in Aries 

Between now and next March 29 2025, plan on taking one step at a time to see yourself in a years time – 
being physically and mentally in the best place possible you could be in.

You'll look back and realize how much you have accomplished and how glad you will be you have 
progressed along with the rest of this large community of transforming people!

Because of these times, and also the Saturn/Neptune both in Pisces cycle we've been in, there will be 
hard times with continue deceptions distractions, viruses, illness along with dire predictions which may or
may not be valid. There will be a need to get our lives in order, increase our preparedness, and use our 
ever present discernment to catch mistakes, errors, misinformation etc.

Using our discernment will never be as crucial as now. Also, many will uncover layers and layers of Pisces
cover-ups and erroneous history and intrigue from the past. As an Increase of truth and important facts 
emerge. All of these things are key for launching us into the age of of acceleration, transparency, truth 
and humanitarian progress under Aquarius.

I see these three eclipses 23, 24, 25 in Aries where possibly two parallel worlds are in a race to dominate 
the other. Because of Plutos' involvement in squares to the eclipse 2023, 2024, I feel they symbolize a 
death to an era of Fallen Aries personalities on the planet. I have felt this way for years, and it's my own 
personal analysis of the meaning of these eclipses. Some kind of destructive consciousness is losing 
control.

 

To me, it is this 2023, 24 and 25 which is our most obvious turning point, the final signal sent to those 
energies in physical and non-physical, that their time is over. I see it also as our most crucial time to get 
our stuff together wherever we are still vulnerable, let's clean it up and get prepared so we can make it 
through this challenging yet amazing next few years. It is a strong theme of intense awakening, initiation of
discernment and change, challenging abuse of control, and courage to replace it with positive innovation 
from August 2017 – up to March 29, 2025 and throughout 2025. 

Will we see evidence of this right away? Yes in some ways absolutely. 
Will it be total change? No, it could be a long drawn out process of a 
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shift for us. Even personally, in our own personal self image and lives.

The highest state of mind I can imagine to call for would be to increase our own light and discernment as
to who you really are, versus what has been programmed into you. Also, to increase our love, our level of
service in any constructive way, to be in the right place at the right time, including our own state of mind 
and spirit, and see the Aquarian community, not just our global and local friends and neighbors, but as 
the veil is thinning in this reality, embracing the real Divine helpers as our brothers and sisters who have 
already transcended time and space and the density of karmic entanglements. Aquarius is friendship, 
good will and the desire to advance all situations into a higher and better one. Aquarius also governs over 
the unimaginable. The unusual and never thought of before, science and spirit of all things. This will 
increase. This is true Alchemy, within ourselves and without all around us. We do have the components 
within us to do this work...Just ask!
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